Abstract. With the continuous development of computer network information technology and popularization, many colleges and universities have established the campus network. The current campus network has become important in infrastructure projects in university, and the campus network information security problems will directly affect the teaching activities of the school development and implementation, and even involve students personal privacy problem. This article is in a variety of existing domestic university campus network security hidden danger as a starting point, attempts to explore the domestic colleges and universities the improvement of network information security measures and countermeasures.
use of password cracking or steal others correct password, access to the network for data access and download. Network connects the computer terminals, transmission lines were more than five classes or five types of twisted pair, the intermediate links connected by switch, an increased among lines and equipment of the network security hidden danger. Now of campus network coverage area, cable channel, or transmission of information is much larger than in the past, this is the possibility of illegal users to intercept the signal is getting higher, and intercept point is increased, the illegal users in the network of lines, intermediate nodes or other parts of the branch network can easily obtain the network information. Although the campus network, the Internet and other public information network physical isolation, due to the campus network bandwidth to rent telecom operators, at the same time it also shoulder for the maintenance and management of the network, many end users node to connect to the campus network, makes some criminals by end user nodes using the telecom operator's vulnerability to attacks on the campus network management and steal information.
The hidden trouble in security computer software. Part in the design of software, in order to facilitate debugging, there are always many "back door", together with some holes in the design is hard to avoid. Some hackers will use the operating system, Internet explorer and other security vulnerabilities that exist in the software design, a wide variety of virus Trojan program in the process of users use these software, if you do not download and install the patch in time, the attacker can use software security vulnerabilities that exist in the invasion of information systems and to steal information. Campus currently using most of the software products are foreign companies, especially in the field of operating system software almost are Windows series products, also left the campus network security hidden danger.
A computer virus attack and destroy the safe hidden trouble. To make teachers and students in the campus network files and information exchange is convenient, often use mobile storage devices, such as the U disk, which is in a computer virus spread in the network have created favorable conditions. Some teachers and students' safety consciousness is not strong, the data downloaded from the Internet directly into usb stick, and usb connected directly to the campus network computer, therefore, the rapid spread of the virus can through U disk in the campus network, the infection has been connected to campus network every computer security vulnerabilities. The hidden trouble in security computer storage devices. Because in teaching and management on the demand, the computer in the early 90 s began to focus and use the equipment, now gradually into the frequent fault and eliminate renewal period. When computer malfunction, some classified computer hard disk is not processed or without regulation, to a repair shop or even directly into the secondary market, left a very big hidden danger to the campus network security. Even if the user deletes the sensitive data in the computer, and format the hard disk, but in the eyes of criminals, these old computer is still a sensitive information collector, using relevant data recovery software can will have been deleted data and format the hard disk data recovery effectively.
To strengthen the campus network security measures and countermeasures
Through the above analysis, the current campus network security situation is still grim. So need to develop a set of effective measures to solve the security hidden danger, accordingly to ensure the safety of campus network in colleges and universities can and healthy operation.
To strengthen the system construction, build a system of defense. In accordance with the regulation on administration of international networking of computer information system security and combined with the characteristics of each work, formulate relevant scientific rules and regulations, and substantial work, this is a significant means to ensure the safe operation of the campus network. Through establishing and perfecting the campus network management, the management of classified computer use, mobile storage devices and the use of laptops scrap custody, computer and network maintenance, network theft report and emergency plan and a series of related system, step by step to sign of the campus network security liability form, layer upon layer, inside regulation, finally promote the construction of campus network application and development in the direction of the safety and health.
To strengthen safety education, enhancing education of defence. Institutions of higher
